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Officials ok fall
dorm lottery
by Debbie Dent
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Administrators have decided to use a lottery system if
the dorms become overcrowded while housing more
freshmen next fall, said Dr.
LeVester Tubbs, vice president of academic affairs.
The administration's goal
of putting freshmen in 50 percent of the dorm spaces will
be implemented with the use ,
of a lottery for students with
less than two semesters of living on campus. But the lottery will only be used if there
are more than 450 returning
dorm students in the fall.
Tubbs said the Housing Office is convinced .that every
returning dorm student can
be given a room next fall.
Tubbs said that freshmen
and students with more than
two semesters of campus
housing will have priority for
dorm spaces in the fall, provided they have the proper
paperwork and deposit in by
the February deadline.
The lottery system, if needed, will only be used for two
semesters because new housing will be made available in
August 1987. · The new hous- ·
ing will consist of three dorms

The solution:
• Freshmen will g,ccupy 450 of
the 900 dorm spaces next fall.
•Administrators don't think
any ot_ the returning residents
will have to be displaced.
• If some returning residehts
do hove to be displaced to Q.Ccomodate more freshmen, a
1ottery>wlll determine who stays

and who goes.

providing housing for 850
students, Tubbs said.
The current dorms provide
900 students with housjng.
The housing office will give
450 spots to freshmen with
the other rooms being divided
among returning students,
Tubbs said.
The lottery system was proposed iJ¥ Inter-Hall Council in
December. Student Government proposed a system that
would convert more rooms into triples. But with triples,
administrators 1:>a}
he
university would need to purchase new furniture for the
rooms and house three people
in rooms made for two people.
"The problems that triples
create is not worth it," Tubbs
·
said.

Lori Farber/Central Florida Future

Quiet time

It's hard to tell if this student is just taking a break between classes or praying for a
good semester. Either way, one thing is for sure: school is back and so or~ those
precious few quiet moments.

Students fight high book prices
by Tim Ball

-

DOT hearing tonight

•

So you've got a gripe about the situation on'·
Alafaya Trail? Well tonight is your chance f o
tell someone in charge how you feel about
it.
The Florida Department of Transportation
is holding a hearing tonight at 7:30 p.m. on·
a proposal td widen Alafaya Trail. The pro- .
posed project involves complete
reconstruction of the exisiting road from S.R.
50 to 0.3 miles north of University
Boulevard.
The hearing is to be held at the East
Orange County Community Service Cent~r,
12050 East Colonial Dcive.
For further information contact Henry FulJet
at (904) 734-2171, extension 250.
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Weather
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High 62 Low 38
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NEWS EDITOR

Students complaining about high prices at the
bookstore have an alternative source for purchasing textbooks this semester.
· Alpha Phi Omega service fraternity and Student·
Government are sponsoring the Book Exchange, a
service that eliminates the middleman in the buying and selling of used textbooks.
The exchange works on a system of consignment.
Students set their price and place their used book
in the exchange. When-and if-the book sells, the
student can claim his or her money.
The exchange's stock of used books came from
books students brought in for consignment at the
end of last semester.
''The only problems we have are getting books
for smaller courses," Dietz said. He added, ".We've
got lots of books for general education and core
classes."
"If you can wait a few days to get your money,
you cap maKe more for each book you sell,·· William

.
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• Don't go breaking out
your parkas or anything,
but get ready for some
cooler weather. Outlook
through Thursday, 30 percent chance of showers
with highs in the lower 60s
and lows in the upper 30s.

•
•

.
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Dietz, president of Alpha Phi Omega, said.
Cindy Schmidt, director the Book Exchange, explained the advantage of the student-run service
over the bookstore.
''The person selling the book can make more
money at the Book Exchange than they can at the
bookstore because the bookstore has a high profit
margin,'' Schmidt said.
The exchange adds a 25-cent service charge to
the price of every textbook it sells.
Has the book exchange affected the bookstore's
buyback business? Not really, according to the
bookstore's assistant manager Nettie Stout.
"We bought back more books in December than
ever before." Stout said.
She said she won't know until the end of the week
whether the bookstore's sales have been affected
by the Book Exc~~mge.
The ·Book Exchange is open from . 10 a.m. to 5
p.m. this week in the Student Organizational
Lounge in the Student Center.
"We definitely have a lot of books and a lot of
bargains,'' Dietz said.
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Come and experience the woodsy charm.

•

Sales and Model Center located One Mile North on
Alafaya Trail from Highway 50 then left on Lokanotsa
Trail. ·
OPEN 7 'DAYS I BROKERS WELCOME

•

Affordable prices star- in the low 50's
2 & 3_Bedroom rentals
available while they last
,

CALL

275·9100

Prices Include: Washer, Dryer,
Refrigerator and Dishwasher.

l

United Parcel Service
Part-Time Positions Available

I· ~ · I

U S

•

..

Parcel Service will be
accepting applications for
part-time loaders and unloaders.
excellent .pay · $8.00 an hour.
•

Please sign up for an interview · appointment iri the Career Resource
Center. ADM Suite 124. UPS is an
equal opportunity employer.
Work shifts begin. at 4:30 a.m. or
11 :00 p.m., Monday through Friday
workweek. 3 to 5 hours per day.
r

~ ----------------------------------------------
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Speed limit·on campus takes :a hike
by Richard Gardner
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Good news for those hard-pressed to get to class
on time. A increase in the speed limit of five mph
has been established on all roads at UCF.
''As the signs go up then that particular area is
affected," said UCF Police Chief Ron Seacrist. Installation of neJV ,s peed limit signs began on Dec.

"Fifteen mph ·is very difficult to maintain,
, especially in an automatic
(transmission) vehicle."
·Ron Seacrist,
chief of police
19, but the project will take time, Seacrist ~aid, due
to manpower limitations.
· He cited several reasons for the increase.
"Fifteen mph is very difficult to maintain
especially in an automatic (transmission) vehicle,"
Seacrist said. "We'd rather put it at 20 mph and be

realistic in the enforcement approach that we
take.''
According to a recent police survey, many people
caught exceeding the speed limit complained that
their cars picked up to 15 mph on their own and
that the only way to maintain a legal speed was to
keep a foot on the brakes constantly.
With the speed increase also comes an increase in
radar application.
"At the same time we're putting up the speed
limit signs, we are putting up signs at the entrances indicating that we will be monitoring speed
by radar," Seacrist said.
The speed limits will probably remain final.
"I don't foresee us . increasing the speed limit
(again), especially in the high pedestrian traffic
areas'' Seacrist said.
The authority to establish the speed limits is
decided at UCF. No government outside the university decides what the legal speed will be.
''The maximum speed limits we go by of course
are state law. We cpuld raise the speed limit to 55
mph if we wanted to, but that's unrealistic,"
Seacrist said
The reason for the strong radar enforcement approach comes from the growth of the immediate
area.
.
"In the last year we've had a 76 percent increase
in traffic accidents on campus and approximately a
67 percent increase in moving violation," Seacrist
said.

Police plan more light
The UCF Police Department is planning to install mo:re lighting on camp.us this year, according to Police Chief Ron Seacrist.
"We have an on-going process for lighting and
· lighting survey, but as the buildings go up and
the physical make-up of the campus changes,the
police try to keep up with the growth,'' Seacrist
said.
·
He also said that the police are "pushing for
every bit of light that can help on campus,'' and
that there's not an area that "is over-lighted."
But to get the lighting needed, the Office of
. Business Affairs must first allocate money to
pay for it. The Physical -Plant will then be
responsible for installing the lights in areas
which. from reports and requests by students;

staff and faculty, are deemed necessary.
The areas slated for additional lighting in- ,

elude:
, • The ~ea behind Computer Center II.
ii Parking lots 4, 3, 8, 9. ·
·•The Administration parking lot.
If there is an area that you think needs more
lighting send written suggestions to either the
Physical ·Plant or the UCF Polic Department.
·Nick Tarantino

Professor here
wants to clean up
by Don Wittekind
MANAGING EDITOR

Lori Farber/Central Florida Future

Arachnid art
.,,

Ahh ... a spider's life for me ..just hangin' out and watching the world· go by. It sure beats
standing in line at the bookstore or Add/Drop. Maybe I'll mosey on over to the Kiosk
and hunt for flies.
·

• DIRECTOR RESIGNS

Dr. Ralph Gunter has submitted his resignation as executive director of the Central Florida Research
Park-located adjacent to
UCF-to enter private
business.
Gunter has served in the
post since the inception of
the park six years ago. In
t ha t time, the park has
developed a national reputation for excellence among
university-related research
facilities.
Prior to becoming executive di rec tor of the
Research Park, Gunter was
director of sponsored
research at UCF.
•NEW PC lAB

•

A third personal computer
lab on campus was opened

re'c ently by Computer Services. The lab, located in
room 331 of the Engineering
Building, is equipped with
20 new IBM-PCs for use
pri1narily by students and
will be open daily from 8
a.m. to 2 a.m.
A "total of 50 machines· in
three separate labs is now
available for student use on
campus.
•NEW RAs SOUGHT

The Housing Office is
seeking applicants for resident assistant positions.
Potential RAs must have a
2~5 overall GP A and two
semesters of living experience in a residence hall,
one of which must be at
UCF.
Applications are available

Reasearchers at UCF are
searching for ways to cut
down on harmful substances
in drinking water.
According to chemistry
professor Chris Clausen, the
research involves the use of
ozone, a form of oxygen
resulting from ele.ctrical
discharge,
to
break
chlorinated hydrocarbons into weaker chemical bonds.
Chlorinated hydrocarbons
are common hydrogen-carbon
bonds that can be found in
such everyday substances as
paint stripper and dry cleaning materials. However,
laboratory r.e search has
shown that if taken in great
quantities, these s9bstances
can cause cancer, . fiver
damage and kidney damage,
Clausen said.

workshop on ''Cross- .-Cultural Communications"
on Jan. 14 in the Student
Center Aµditorium at 7 p.m.
• FINANCIAL AID
The Financial Aid Office _ Speakers from several
has the following reminders
businesses,
including
for students:
NASA, will initiate a forum
v The deadline to apply for
on the problems facing
a Guaranteed Student Loan
graduates and students
for the Spring/Summer loan
entering a world filled with
period is Feb. 1.
many cultures. Call Student
v ACT Family Financial
Affairs at 275-2821 for more
Statements and other reinformation.
quired documents should be
in as soon as possible.
• MIFFED MODEL
v Students who have a
Stephen Baker, who
. Fall/Spring GSL and plan to
makes $5.85 per hour posing
attend school in the summer
nude in University ofcan apply for a Summer
Arizona art classes; has sued
GSL. Deadline is May 1.
art Professor Judith
D 'Agostino for allegedly not
• CROSS-CULTURE
noticing that most of the
The Division of Student
students in class had left
Affairs is sponsoring a
while she apparently was in
in the Housing Office and
are due Jan. 13.

Hydrocarbons are found in
most landfill&- From there
they seep into the soil and
eventually work their way into the water supply. Because
of this, many people are taking in small amounts of
hydrocarbons every day.
Clausen said that he is concerned with the fact that no
research has been done on the
long-term intake of small
amounts of hydrocarbons.
Clausen said that he thinks
measures should be taken to
protect people from the possible effects of i.1ydrocarbons.
That is where his research
comes in.
According to Clausen, the
major emphasis of the
research will be geared
towards cleaning up landfills.
Chlorinated hydrocarbons are
found in great quantities in
the fills and because
r hydro~arbons
have very
stable chemical bonds, their
breakdown process is slow.

her office.
D'Agostino says she only
reprimanded Baker for trying to leave calss early,
while Baker says she fired
him.
Baker says he got the idea
to retaliate by suing
D'Agostino after w~tching
"The People's Court" on
television.
• ·ANTl·STAR WARS

Saying he no , longer
wanted·to "largely train people working on weapons/'
Cal-Berkeley professor
Charles Schwartz announced last week he would quit
teaching physics.
•NEWSLINE

If you have a story 'idea or
news tip, call the Newsline
at 275·260l .
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RED HOT
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:
BY NEIL SIMON
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January's Movies
17 /19 Heavy Metal
24/26 Fright Night
•

All Movies Free With ID
Eng. Auditorium--8:30 p.m.
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OVER 700 PERFORMANCES ON BROADWAY ~
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f@.":A NATIONAL TOURING COMPANY
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Leisure Classes
Sign Up Now!

<:I'

I Student Center Auditorium
I Wednesday, JanU.ary 15, 1986
I 6:30p.m. Dinner Served
I 8:00p.m. Showtime
I Tickets available at KIOSK
I
:. :. for $ 6.00 per person. .
\

January/February
Activities Calendar
in SC 215

I

.
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For.More Information
Call 275-2611
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What is LEAD Team?
LEAD Team is a group of underclassmen getting to know
UCF and each other, who work together to develop the necessary
leadership skills and communications network critical for an
active, involved and enjoyable college education.
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What Can LEAD Team Do for YOU ..?
I- It Can Help You...
,
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Yo~

*Take Charge of Your Life
*Learn About Yourself and Others
*Participate in a Big Brother-Big Sister
Program for the Freshmen ComingUp This Fall
*Find Out About Your Campus

~ .

.

*Improve
Study Skills
*Learn t.o LEAD Others
*Get YQU Involved on Campus
•Improve Your Social Life
*Make Some GREAT Friends!

Applications Now AvOilable!

... at the New Student Government Kiosk.. !
Applications Due January 24 .
in SC 198!
GENERAL INFO. MEETING JANUARY

15. 3
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*The Central Florida Fbture
·Management Position
Available
The Central Florida Future is currently accep- ·
ting applications from students for the position
of Business Manager. Application deadline is
·. Jan. 24. ·
Duties: Directly responsible for financial management of weekly campus newspaper, including advertising, budget preparation, purchasing,
payroll and salespersons.
Responsible to the newspaper's editor-in-chief and serves as a member
of the university's Board of Publications .

(ientle 'Dental
SCOTT EBNER D.D.S.
4063 N. GOLDENROD RD.
WINTER PARK

677·8888

Are you denying

yourself a better shot
at grad school?
You may, if you fail to take a
Stanley H. Kaplan prep course.
Kaplan has prepared over 1 million students for exams like the
LSAT, GMAT, GRE and MCAT.
Call. Its not too late to do better
on your grad school

Application: Applications are available in The Central Florida Future 's
business office, phone number 27 5-2865.
Completed applications must be received by 4:30 p.m. Jan. 24 to be considered.

678-8400

C

KAPLAN

1

STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.

The worlds leading
test prep organization.

2238
Winterwoods Blvd.
Winter Pk., FL

MR. RICK'S
·CRAB HOUSE

Salary: The business manager receives a one percent sales commission
in addition to a bi-weekly salary.
Eligibility: Candidates must have a minimum of a 2.0 grade point
average, be at least a second semester freshman and be at least a parttime student.
In addition, candidates must show their experience and/or academic
achievement in business management.

CLASSES
FORMING
NOW

Featuring
Maryland
Style

STEAMED CRABS
AND SEAFOOD

870 Semoran Blvd. (S.R. 436)
Just West of Redbug Rd.
Casselberry, FL 32707

PHONE: 767-2575
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

NEW & DIFFERENT"
FREE BEER OR WINE OPEN DAILY
WITH EACH ORDER
FOR LUNCH
TAKE OUT
OF CRABS
11-1:30 pm

CLAM PAR

ATTENTION ALL UCF.STUDENTS.
·1N TERNATIONAL CALCULATOR & COMPUTER
IS NOW BEATING ANY DISCOUNT PRICE OF
HEWLETT·PACKARD CALCULATORS·
1

BRING IN A COPY OF THEIR AD!

·WE WANT YOUR BUSINESS!
.

.,

'

.

Students! ·Work Smart. ·

Work Simply. ..With Hewlett-Packard!
Whether you're in Science, Engineering, Business, or Finance, your classes are
challenging and loaded with tough problems.
Cut those problems down to size with an HP calrulator. Built-in functions and timesaving features like dedicated keys are as close as '! single keystroke.
·
Get your HP calculator today.
r~~ HEWLETT
~~PACKARD

OUR REGULARLY DISCOUNTED.PRICES
HPllC
$69.00
HP41CV $199.00
HP12C ·
104.80
HP41CX
264.00
HP15C
104.80
HP71B
425.00

Calculator & Computer

INTERNATIONAL

2914 Corrine Dr.
Orlando 898-008·1
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Opinirn
·New Year brings nothing
b_ut same old problems
Welcome back: Students face the challenge of a
new semester with a variety of attitudes: Some
think of it as a grand adventure, sort of like a
Steven Spielberg movie. Others, including myself
think of it as a grand pain in the neck.
Take a moment to think about all of the fun
things that lay in store for you in the next few
weeks:

"LIVE

I T'S. BEC.N A TOfl GH
Y£ARJ l</O. GOOD LUCK/
Resolutions important to our future
Experts ·have said recently that making New.
Year's resolutions usually only leads to them being quickly broken. And while making grand
resolutions for the world will not soon bring
them about; keeping particular goals for
ourselves in mind will at least keep important
issues at the forefront of decision-making.
So, then, we set goals for ourselves, and our
world.
Most of the goals we set forth here, are solutions to problems of the present. That all makes
tr_emendous sense, but knowing that never
amounts to much. The existence of these prqblems is evidence of that.
Our first and foremost goal should be the
preservation of our world. That preservation
rests on our ability to disarm ourselves. It is a
cliche, but it wouldn't be if we just did it. The
Reagan Administration is nurturing a budding
seed of peace in the world, but its growth
depends on our abilities, both American and
Soviet, to have faith in our common humanity.
We must wipe out world hunger. There is no
reason on Earth why people should be hungry.
The United States pays farmers to not produce
food. It's one of the most baffling idiosyncracies
ever perpetuated, that we pay farmers not to

produce food, and turn ar<;mnd and donate
money to those who need food. No good reason
for this exists.
Terrorism must be destroyed. Attempting to
gain sympathy for causes by killing and injuring
innocent people defeats the purpose. Terrorists
contend that they are the real victims. But that
is difficult to accept when the 'victims' are dumping bodies on airplane runways.
Apartheid must be dismantled. All of our
previous resolutions regard the violation of
human rights. The struggle for rights in South
Africa is a struggle for rights which we consider
to be inalienable, and South African mino~ities
have never known. We pour millions of dollars in
aid into the Nicaraguan contra movement, yet
we straddle the fence in South Africa, condemning the violence and ignori~g the abhorrent
denial of rights.
The U.S~ government must commit itself to a
balanced budget. The {J.S. controls over onethird of the world's wealth. The economic stability of the world, then depends on our ability to
balance our budget. Every man is bound by the
These are indeed, lofty goals, but none are out-·
side our reach. Our success in reaching those
goals rests in our willingness to try.

•Apology demanded
from Oliver
Editor:
We write in response to The Central
Florida Future's Dec. 11 r~port of a
rape which occurred on campus, and
particularly the quoted comments of focus exclusively on the victim's
Crime Prevention Coordinator Max- . behavior suggests an attitude comine Oliver. Oliver's comments are all mon in rape cases, that any woman
aimed at the behavior of the victim. who is raped must have "wanted it"
These comments reflect the classic and must have ''tempted" · her
''blame the victim" attitude toward assailant. This attitude adds to the
rape which has contributed to the fact suffering of the victim and is unforthat forcible rape has a lower convic- tunately still shared by too many
tion rate than any other crime.
police, prosecutors, judges, juries,
This victim was walking on a friends, re la ti s and victims
sidewalk in a public place in the mid- themselves.
If women are in fact to be prudent,
dle of the afternoon. Does Oliver really think that this caused her to be they need to know some of the basic
raped? Of course all people need to be facts about the probablities of rape.
prudent, but does this mean that pru- About half of all rapes occur at home;
dent women cannot walk on the UCF another 15 percent occur in cars.
campus in the middle of the day? To Rape is not a spontaneous crime; 70

..g

,....

~

*rhe Central Florida future
P.O. Box 25000. Orlando, Fl., 32816
{305)275-2601 or 275-2865

1. First of all, your schedule is completely different. If you don't accidently attend one of your
classes from last semester you're doing well.
2. Just when you've finally recovered from
registration it's madness again with add-drop. If
you have a schedule that is anywhere near
workable stick with it. Chances are add-drop will
only make matters worse.
3. After add-drop you get to wait in line at
everyone's favorite haunt, the university
bookstore. Once again you '11 pay ridiculous prices ·
for books that will probably be outdated next
semester. In fact, at book buy-back last semester
the guy said my book was out of date, but because
the new copies hadn't come in he was allowed to
give me $1 for it. "Isn't that nice?" he asked. I
didn't say anything.
·
4. Oh yes, we can't forget withdrawal. The' decision of whether to blow the $100 you spent on the
class or take a "D" is always a toughie.
Anyway, welcome back and whatever your at·
titude have a nice semester.
McStupid: I was at McDonald's the other day·
and noticed something that's probably too trivial
to merit any real attention but these are the kind of
things I thrive on.
McDonald's has only three sizes of french fries.
Now this wouldn't be any big problem accept that
the sizes are medium, large and extra-large. No,
you can not get a small order of fries at
McDonald's.
Now if I only want a few fries I go ahead and
order small. I guess that means they just translate
my statement into "medium." That's okay with
me. But what if I want extra-large? I still ask for
large when I want the biggest size but now when I
ask for large I get medium. Understand?
And even if you do ask for the extra-large it
makes you look like a pig. Yes, everything I'm say·
ing is pretty dumb, but no more so than what's going on in fast food heaven.

to 80 percent are planned; almost half
are group rapes. Rape is overwhelm. ingly intraracial; frequently the victim knows her assailant. These are
the facts that women need to know in
order to take prudent action to
minimize the risk of rape.
Walking on a campus sidewalk at
midday (even near trees) seems prudent behavior.
We believe that Oliver owes an explanation of her comments and an
apology to the victim and to he UCF
community.

Chrl• Richcreek
Sports Editor

Adam Chrzan
Photo Editor

Morgan Phllllps
General Manager

Don Wittekind
Moroglng Editor

Jett~lck

Art Director

Todd Luft
Production Manager

Kelly Ruff
Advertising Dlreclor

Tim IG11
News Editor

Wanda Schulman
Discoveries Editor

Jim Moore
Systems Manager

Jim Donato
Ad Production Manager
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•Oliver's comment
reflects bad attitude
Editor:

We were pleased to see the frontpage coverage you gave to the recent
on-campus rape. Rapes must be
publicized so that people will be convinced that they should take care of
each other.
However, we find the attitude implied by UCF Crime Prevention Coordinator Maxine Oliver's remarks offensive. While it is true that
Dr. Joyce R. Lilie " ... everyone should be aware of their
Chairman . physical surroundings ... ," the imDepartment of Political Science plication that rape is in any part to be
Dr. Charles M. Unkovic blamed <?n the victim is primitive.
..
Sociology
Christine
Higgins-Young
Dr. Joan Johnson-Freese
English
Political Science
79 more signatures accompanied this
Jane Marmaduke
letter.
English

S. Mlkell Rhode1
rd Itor

"

Opinions expressed In The Central Florida Future are those of the editor
or writer and not necessarily those of the Boord of Publlcotlons, university
administration, or Boord of Regents. Letters to the editor must be typed
and Include the author's signature, major and phone number. Letters ore
subject to editing and become the copyrighted property ol the
newspaper. The Central Florido Future Is a free, non·profll twice.weekly
newspaper published during the academic year.
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College Night
\VednesdayNight
9pm-2am 2 for l's
25¢ Daquiris for the Ladies
Bllmflllliirl~~~ Dancing & Large Screen Video
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No Cover
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Buy • Sell • Trade • Rent
albums, cassettes, compact

II

I

Ii!!'

discs & rock videos

59 N. BUMBY AVE.

I
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I
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WORLD'S MOST POWERFUL AND AFFORDABLE
COMPUTER IS HERE. MORE THAN 2 TIMES
AS POWERFUL AND LESS THAN HALF THE
COST OF IBM AND MACINTOSH.

•

94rn AERO

SQUADRON
•
A RESTAURANT

.

®

• 68,000 CPU 32 bit
(IBM 16 bit)
• 7e8 MHZ (IBM 4•77)
• 880 DR. (IBM 360K,
MAC 400K)
•OPTICAL IBM COM·
PATIBILITY ($99)
• SUPER SOUND &
GRAPHICS
• 50 MULTI TASK
• MEMORY UP TO 8 MB

• 4096 COLOR
• RS 232
• CENTRONICS"
PORT
• RGBA, RGBI
PORTS
• RCA JACK
• TV PORT
.• JOYSTICK
• 2 BUTTON MOUSE
• UNLIMITED FREE
CLASSES

$1295

SANYO: IBM PC COMPATIBLE FOR $795
SUPER XT, PORTABLES ARE AT LOWEST PRICES

(monitor extra}

COMPUTERS: SANYO, AMIGA, 520ST, LEADING EDGE
PRINTERS: EPSON, OKIDATA, PANASONIC, CITIZEN, SILVER REED

PALM SPRINGS CENTER
AUTHORIZED DEALER

94 RICKENBACKER DRIVE
ORLANDO, F-LORIDA.32803

(305) 898-4251
MON.-SAT.
10 - 5
SUN. 12-5

831·3241

.
rt
Pl
(next to Altamonte Mall In Albe son aza)
515 E. Altamonte Dr. (Hwy. 436)
"Over 90 stores nationwide"

UNITED CAMPUS
MINISTRY
BIBLE .STUDIES

·coUNSELING

FUN ACTIVITIES

RELIGIOUS WORSHIP

. RETREATS

BAPTIST

CATHOLIC

Baptist Campus Ministry Newman Club
Rev. Sean Cooney
Rev. Hal Brooks
Ms. Lavoy Lauter
JEWISH

SERVICE PROJECTS
CONGREGATIONAL
Rev. Lloyd Larsen

KARDIA· Interdenominational

EPISCQPAL

Chabad House
Rabbi Sholom Dubov

(Also International Students)
Rev. and Mrs. Robert Sullivan

Canterbury Club
Rev. John Liebler

QUAKER

UNITED METHODIST

(Religious Society
of Friends)
Ms. Viola Turvis

Wesley Foundation
Rev. Hardy Sandlin

LUTHERAN
Rev. Fred Schramm

FOR MORE INFO:
Contact the UCM Center
In the Student Center
Rooms 207 and 208
Phone: 275·2468

\l. "l

.

Typing and secretarial services In my home
reasonable rates pick up delivery call Ruth
Richards B94-7169.

-·

Get your message In Greek Corner every
week. Improve your communications within
your organization as well as In the community and the campus. Just stop by The Future
Business Office between 12:00 and 5:00
and talk with Kathy. Or call 275-2865 for
more Info.

KAPPA SIGMA
Wanted; a Kappa Sigma why; Rush Where;
Wed "Brotherhood Knight" and Thurs "Casino
Knight" at the American Legion, Fri "Bourbon
Street" and Sat "Strain Your Brain Knight" at
KS quad.
Pl llETA PHI
Welcome back lo school and have a great
spring semester.

Mature M'F to share new home east Winter
Park with 32-yr old business person. S325 Includes all utllllles, laundry, cable. Private
room/bath furnished. Call Marti 657-2233 or
647-5557
One non-smoking, responsible female
roomate needed for new 3/2 duplex off
Dean Rd. Private bath. $250 covers all. Call
Melanie al 423-0684, Mon-Fri, 9-5.

Female roomate wanted to share fully furnished comdomlnlum non-smoker 225/mo
plus utilities 422-7917.

Female roomate wanted nice central location. 150.00 per month plus 1/2 the utilities.
Call 423-9241 . Ask lor Kim weekdays 7:00 to
4:30.

Need seroius student roomate-nice house,
Park manor. complete kitchen. Water-Bed.
cable, laundry, central air/heat, quiet area
281-1837.
'

Roomates wanted FoxHunt lanes 2 bdrm 2
bath kitchen Laundry Rent and utilities Chris
658-1554.

1959 Bonneville Drive, 1200 sq. ft. 2 bdrm. 2
bath, large cal-ln-kllchengreat room and
dining rm. laundry rm, plus 1 car garage and
large lot. Rent Is 5425 per month plus l
month security deposit. Call 671-4480 for an
appointment.

TYPING ACCURATE FAST REASONABLE 657
9015 or 657-9073.

Typing QUALITY; Term papers, Thesis, Doct.,
Medical, Legal, Resumes, Ltrs. Notary Service.
Good rates, UCF Empl. 1 ml from campus.
Marti 365-6B74.

Duplex 2-bdrm, 2blh. Close to campus.
Washerjdryer, celling fans, nice yard. 5425
per month. Caff Jeff al 831-0507 or
671-7828.

Crisis Pregnancy Center
Free pregnancy test. Confidential, Individual
counseling. IN WP 1405 W. Fairbanks; One
block west of 17-92. Mon-Sat Call 647-1477.
We can help you.

Guaranted accurate word processing; term
papers, resumes, etc., fast turnaround $200
page double space, S4.00 single space. 25
cent page print outs, call Addadata
365-2211.

ABORTION SERVICES-FREE NITROUS Free
pregnancy test, low cost birth control. Morning After Treatment. Conlldenllal, private.
Woman owned-a special approach! to
health care.
BIRTH CONTROL CENTEblk. south or Colonial off Miiis. 422-0606 or toll tree
1-800-432-8517.
S5 off with this ad.

Typing In my W. Orange county home. 10
years experience Sherry 656-545-Word Processing and Editing. Professional
writer and former English/Business teacher.
, Reasonable rates. Call Jan 855-4077

3 bdrm 2 bath, all ·appllances'\!rash and
water pd. Near pool and launcny. Red
Bug-436 area. 460/month 831-3551 ext 206
8-5, 5-9 831-1'277.

Need anything typed? C9ll Jean at
628-2608 and she will do It. Reasonable.

Resumes typed Call 657-0079
Total Secretarial Services. Term papers,
resumes, reports, etc. Nothing to big or to
small. Fast accurate service at affordable
fees. 657-0705.

Prlv. room/bath In home l ml from campus.
Female only. Nonsmoker pref. Kllchen/laund.
prlv and elec/phone. Sl35 mo. Lyons
365-6874 even. or work 849-6080.

FAST PROFESSIONAL TYPING
A ABLE TYPING SERVICE
Guaranteed 100' Accuracy.
<;omputer Corrected Spelling.
Term papers, Thesis, Dissertations, Reearch
papers, Resumes, and Cover letters. All work
prepared on Word Processors for error free
· neatness. We use IBM Dlsplaywrilers and A B
Dick Magna SL word processors. We have 14
employees for fast service. All work done on
quality printers, not dot-matrix. Over night
and same day service available.
CAii 657-0079 or 671-3007.

UCF-Martln area Townhouse lg 2 and 3
bdrm-children and students welcome-pool
and jacquzzl ph 281-6393.

What every young girl should know before
she weds. Explicit instructions!! Sent in a plain
brown wrapper. Send S7.95 to, DLC
Associates, Box 14322, Hartford Ct. 06114
Allow six to eight weeks for delivery.

NORDMASTERS
"THE OVERNIGHT CURE FOR THE TERM PAPER
BLUES."
THE BEST OF RATESQuallty Work

HP-41CV with printer-card RDR-math stedd
therm slat Pacs adv math book xtra cords
paper, all manuals exlnt cond S325. Call
857-0073 eve. 850-4633 AM

•

Your neighborhood typing service reports,
term papers, letters. resumes designed. Work
done on IBM word pro. equip converilienlly
localed on Alafaya Tr. call 282-5838.

Sl0-S360 weekly/up Malling circulars! No
quotosl Sincerely interested rushself-·
addressed envelope: Success, PO Box
470CEG, Woodstock, II 60098.

•

GOVERNMENT JOBS. Sl5,000-S50,000 / yr.
possible. All occupations. Call
805-687-6000 ext. 4628 for information.

Individual Confidential Counseling
Gynecologists
Speaker service

Student to work part lime in Union Park day
care.center. Hours flexible. Toddlers World
282-?013 8414 E. Colonial.

2233 LEE RD: WINTER PARK

628-0405
TOLL FRE£ 800-432-5249

College students interested in earning a free
spring break in the Bahamas, Call Campus
Tours at (305) 491-5916

bedroom set for sale triple dresser queen
headboard, 2 nightstands, mirror S250 call
8890953.

FREE TITLE PAGE
and REPORT COVER.
078·7037

Is it true you can buy jeeps for S44 through
the U.S. government? Get the facts today!
Call 1-312-742-1142 ext. 689.

lYPING- WORD PROCESSING: Correct, neat,
satisfaction, assured by experienced professional. 678-0241

National marketing company seeks individual lo work part time assisting students
in applying for credit cards. Flexible hours
excellent money, lull training. Meet stude~ts
and have fun. Call Dave al 1-800-592-2121.
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THE BEST CHOICE

new cars & trucks

... with air conditioning

~

...from compact to full-size

FREE PICKUP AND DELIVERY AVAILABLE
CASH DEPOSITS ACCEPTED

-

RENT OR LEASE

• Weekend

~
~

iC

I 857·2424 I

·-

1857·2929 I

7133 S. ORANGE AVE. ORLANDO

~
~
~
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rates
• Student Rates
• 12-15 passenger vans available
.
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. (~· TAmUNG SALON ~

_:l)letrifMaton of Wolff Sun Sv~em•·

• Keep a Dark, Rich Tan All Year___
• Clean, Safe, No Burning
• Private Rooms and Music
• Stop & Experience our New
ACU-MASSAGE Table, I~ visit FREE

_..· TOWER PLACE

------------------·
$24.95 I

TAKE A 20 MINUTE S'l:UDY BREAK I 5 SESSIONS
Tan th.e WOLFF SYS.T EM way!
FOR ONLY
.

Where The Sun Always Shines!
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10% DISC'OUNT
WITH UCF l.D.
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FREE T~.NN1NG
SESSION
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How fission occurs

-o
•
siona ble.
However, . tons but a different amount of
Plutonium
could
be
used in neutrons in the nucleous.
DISCOVERIES EDITOR
this type of bomb .
For example, Uranium-235
Fission takes place in
One mathematical formula several stages.
is an isotope of Uranium.
changed the world forever.
Regular Uranium contains
That formula is·E=MC 2 • It
When a single atom of 146 neutrons and 92 protons.
means that ·the amount of Uranium-235 is split into par- Uranium-235 contains 143
energy released from an ticles, the fragments become neutrons and 92 protons.
atomic mass equals the mass radioactive and release two or Uranium 235 is used in an
times the speed of light three neutrons from the A-bomb because it is easier to
squared.
atom 's original 146.
fission than its heavier sister
These neutrons will in turn Uranium.
It means the energy releas- split other atoms causing a
Uramum-235 or Plutonium
ed from a baseball-sized mass chain reaction.
is fissioned to produce the op- .
of Uranium can level huge
When a neutron first hits a posite of fission - fusion.
cities. People near the biast
area not immediately killed u ram um atom, the atom atFusion is the process which
will subsequently die of radia- tempts to return to its normal
state, and if the forces are not gives the Hydrogen bomb or
tion sickness and burns.
thermonuclear bomb its
Dr. Harold Freeman in his great enough it will.
power.
In
the
case
of
an
A-bomb
book "If you Give a Damn
#About· Life" quoted people the Uranium-235 atom fails in
In an H-bomb an A-bomb is
who
experienced
the its attempt to return to a
stable state and begins to pull first exploded producing
Hiroshima atomic blast.
enough heat for Hydrogen- 2
itself apart.
atoms to fuse together. The
''A Hiroshima woman: 'I
was shocked by the feeling
At this point, radiation in fusion of the Hydrogen atoms
that the skin of my face had the form of gamma rays produces more energy than
come off. Then, the hands and which are similar to X-rays the original A-bomb exploarms, too .... All the.skin of my are emitted, because the ar- sion.
right hand came off and hung rangement of protons and
The temperature required
down grotesquely .... Hun- neutrons in the nucleus is
dreds of people were squirm- changed. Gamma rays are the for Hydrogen-2 fusion is
ing in the stream. Their faces most powerful ·type of radia- 100,000,000 C , 6.66 times the
were swollen and gray, their tion and account for the temperature of the sun's core.
hair was standing up.' disastrous effects of radiation
Hydrogen-2 was chosen to
nuclear
blast.
Holding hands ~gh, groan- in · a
use in thermonuclear weapons
ing, people were rushing to
In the final stages. qf fission because the heat required to
the river.
radiation in the forrri of alpha fuse Hydrogen-I atoms was
A Hiroshima survivor: and beta particles are given considered to be too high.
Hydrogen-3 will undergo fu'Countless people seeking off.
water had crept to the river
sion at lower temperatures
Alpha Particles are the than either Hydrogen-I or
bank and died. Their chilled
bodies became ice .pillows for least powerful three type of Hydrogen-2, but ironically it
others, keeping them barely radiation. Alpha particles was deemed to be too
alive. Almost naked bodies pose . no direct danger to unstabl~ to use in an H-bomb.
floated by the hundreds in the plants and animals. Beta parThe higher the density of
river... Volunteer wardens ticles are a type of radiation
would touch a hand only to which are more powerful than the Hydrogen-2 in the bomb,
have the skin come away.:.' " alpha particles but less the more quickly the bomb
Yet nuclear weapons are powerful than gamma rays. will explode.
Beta particles can cause skin
very scientific.
A one megaton H-bomb
burns but will not penetrate
ec.uals 77 Hiroshima bombs.
The type of bomb dropped metal.
Some the~monuclear bombs
on Hiroshima was an
A-bomb,· which operates by a
It takes 10""6 of a second or have the Hydrogen-2 covered
process known as nuclear fis- one one-millionth of a second with a layer of Uranium,
sion.
for the fission process to take which gives the bomb an extra kick.
In an A-bomb a smaller place.
amount of Uranium-i35 is
These types of bombs first
After the fission process
shot down a gun barrell-like
go
through fission like an oralpha
particles
and
gamma
device into a larger mass of
dinary
H-bomb, the11 go
rays
continue
to
be
emitted
Uranium-235 . This causes the
atoms to split apart and until the atom's fragments through fusion, and finally
fission again by splitting the
become stable isotopes.
begins the fission process.
Isotopes are atoms which Uranium atoms on the surUranium-235 is used
because it is easity fis- have the same amount of pro- face of the hydrogen.

by Wanda Schulman

.

"

Heavy nucleus given
energy by some means
such as bombardment by
neutrons.

Transition state, the nucleus
at the point of no return.

Scission point: two highly
distorted primary fission
fragments start to fly apart
in opposite directions.
Some neutrons and a
charged particle may be
emitted.

Fragments lose excitation
energy by emitting prompt
neutrons as they fly apart.

Fragments lose remaining
-excitation energy by emitting prompt gamma-rays.

Fragments now at rest; are
radioactive and known as
fission products; emit beta
particles, gamma rays, and
and ocasional delayed
neutron until they finally
become stable isotopes.

•

How fusion occurs.

1 A fission type explosion occurs. 2 The heat
from the explosion
changes hydrogen to
helium. 3 When .the
change occurs energy
is released.
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overcome numerous foul problems.
TerriJo Wendt, Patz, and
Burns each scored 15 points,
while Julie Cardinale added
12 points and 7 assists. Mary
Ann Cooper led NSU in scoring with 27 points.
•UCF 97 WAKE FOREST

Smith lost to Walsworth in a
match the year before by one
point.
One other situation that
came up was that UCF's
heavyweight Paul Neuner

Largest Selection of Magazines
in Central Florida

86
It was a script usually
reserved to Hollywood.
The Lady Knights, under
Coach Nancy Little, against
ex-Coach Joe Sanchez and his
new team in the finals of the
UCF Holiday Classic.
Ironically, it was not ~n exSanchez player who defeated
Wake Forest. Instead it was a
transfer, junior guard Julie
Cardinale, who sent the Lady
Deacons home with the second place trophy.
Cardinale,
the
tournament's Most Valuable
Player, poured in 27 points
and dished out 11 assists to
lead UCF. Forward Susan
Patz added 23 points and 9
rebounds and was also an alltournament Team member,
along with TerriJo Wendt.
A big key in the Lady
Knights victory was the containment of Wake Forest's
high scoring guard Amy
Privette. Privette scored only
12 po in ts before fouling out.
The Lady Knights, who had
been shooting only 49 percent
frorri the field, shot a blistering 56 percent during the
· tournament. They also im-·
proved their record to 5-7.
with conference play just
around the bend.

was temporarily declared ineligible for the spring
semester due to not being admitted properly with UCF.
However Coach Cucci saw to
it that Anne Pennington who
is the team's academic ·adviser re-admit Neuner.
Cucci concluded about the
holidays on the whole, "I was
tickled to death at the way
my wrestlers performed.''

·Including books that .c hallenge prevailing viewpoints.

BOOKMAN IA.
902 Lee Road u 18

'

914's

STUTTGART MOTORS SHOP
3951 Forsyth Rd. B-31
Winter Park, Florida
Ph. 305-657-1604

•Clutch
•Brakes
•Tune-up
•All Repairs

Orlando, Florida 3281 o

JOBS!

PH: (305) 629-9081

WORK AND STILL GO TO SCHOOL!

"All of history is a lie agreed upon." - Napoleon

·

. 'Precision sty~~- ~ut $8.~0
-

"-

'

_10$>9 E. co1onlci1 Dr~'

~

WALK-INS WELCOME'

282-17-00:

.(Wlhn Dixie C~nter)
I

IELL~J=irl"

FULL
SIRVICE'
.
.
. SALON

-

N PARK

days, evenings, weekends

Kelly Services has openings in
the following skills: SECRETARIES.
RECEPTIONISTS, WORD PROCESSORS,
AND tlGHJ INDUSTRIAL

THE HAIR SHOP--

Bugs, Vans,
Rabbit, Sirocco,
Diesels, Audi

SERVICES

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

M/FIH

NOT AN AGENCY, NEVER A FEE

Dclil -9·5 •Yhul'.S"' HI ·

Winter Park 678-9909
Maitland
660-2339
S. Orlando 855-5476
Kissimmee 933-0288

AUGUST ANA
FROM PAGE 12
eighth at the tournament. -At the 118 pound weight
class, Augustana will wrestle
Todd Johnson, who placed
fifth at the tournament. UCF
will challenge Johnson with
one of three freshmen. They
are Gus Dimitrelos, Brian
Karcher or Jess~e McKay.
, The wrestler picked to
challenge Johnson will be
determined by whether or not
senior Gary Laychur is able
to make weight for the 126
pound class. Laychur is moving down from the his 134
pound class becuase of an injury to senior Terry Stout.
Stout, who is now out for
the year, dislocated his elbow
earlier in the season, and will
not be able to return to his
126 pound spot in the lineup
as was originally expected.
Junior Joe Meier will wrestle at 134 pounds class for
UCF as soon as Laychur is
able to take over at 126.
The 158 pound weight class
should provide the best
match as Augustana will
wrestle Todd Kendel, who
placed 4th at the Sunshine
Open.
Taking on Kendel for the
Knights will be senior Mike
Bouchard. He placed fifth at
the tournament in the 150
pound class. Bouchard will
move up a weight class while
freshmen Greg Buckley will
wrestle at Bouchard's regular
spot.
At the 190 pound class,
Augustana will wrestle Koln
.Knight . .

Own Your Own!

2Bed/2Bath Townhomes 1.2 Miles south of campus Alafaya Trail.
Become Your Own Landlord
Many smart UCF students who
own their own apartments have
roommates to help share expenses. Come and see why and
how the parents of these
students have chosen to buy a
townhome for their sons and
daughters. It's a good deal for
everyone· and you'll want one
too!

$399/fP~I*
No closing costs.

Your FREE
choice of one:

Furnished model open daily
Mon-Sat, l o·AM - 6PM.
Sun l 2noon - 6PM.

0 Decorator package

~.-.~·

282-4393

. --- - .~ -: -

-

~~~

D.Space saver_
microwave with purchase

Fox
Hunt
Lanes
·
--- --

~

Sale price $52,400, $2700 down. $49,700 mortoage 9.0%

A.RM, plus or minus 2% annual Cap, lifetime cap 14 3/4%.

AdjustE::u to 1-year T-8111. A.P.R. 11.5 %

•
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Hit' em
with your
best ·shot.
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UCF Lady Knights vs. Marist
In the UCF ·Gym
WEDNESDAY NIGHT
7:30 p.m.
.
FREE admission for students with validated l.D.

11

s
Lady Knights win third straight
Lady Knights succumbed to Eastern
Michigan, 89-75. ·
SPORTS EDITOR
UCF found themselves tied, 67-67, with
eight minutes left in the game. EMU then
scored ten straight points, and 19 out of the
Revived is the one word that describes the
next 25 points, to ice the victory.
Lady Knight's program during the break.
Sharon Brown of EMU led all scorers with
With a 1-6 record heading into the break,
22 points, while EMU's Sharon Rose added
UCF's program looked gravely ill. Now, the
18 points and 16 rebounds. Burns, playing
patient has revived, with the key being the
with an injured thumb, scored 17 points.
victory over Wake Forest and former Lady
· Evelyn Smith came off the bench to score 14
Knights Coach Joe Sanchez.
points for the Lady Knights.
•ucF 89 YOUNGSTOWN STATE 75
UCF shot 51 percent from the field, but onPlaying some of their best basketball to
ly 50 percent from the line.
date, UCF defeated Youngstown State,
•UCF 93 FARLEIGH DICKINSON 74
89-75.
Bolstered by 55 percent shooting from the
The Lady Knights shot a blistering 61 from
field, the Lady Knights ran away from
the field in the first 20 minutes to take a
Farleigh Dickinson, 93-7 4, in the first round
5 7 -39 halftime
of the UCF holiday classic.
lead.
The Lady Knights ran off an 18-10 spurt
In the second
with eight minutes left in the first half to help
half, UCF cooled
UCF to a 46-32 halftime score.
off while YSU
UCF never looked back in the second half,
rallied to within
as they posted their third victory of the year
four points at
against seven losses.
71-67. The Lady
Patz scored 26 ·points and added eight reKnights regained
bounds for UCF, while Burns pumped in 21
control and slowly
points. Diane Campbell was the leading
pulled away for
scorer for FDU with 21 points.
their second vic•UCF 82 NICHOLLS STATE 75
tory of the season.
In a close-knit contest, the Lady Knights
Kristy Burns led
came up with some clutch play to defeat
the Lady ·Knights
Nicholls State, 82-75.
with 26 points, Former Lady Knights
UCF again was hot from the field, connecwhile Christine head
basketball
ting on over 56 percent of their shots.
Strahl chipped, in coach Joe Sanchez
Another key for the Lady Knights was their
19. Susan Patz adbench play. The bench crew of Kathlynn
ded 18 points and 9 rebounds.
Eshoo, Evelyn Smith, Loretta Pate, and
Dorthy Bowers led YSU with 29 points ar:id
Valeri Parks played a $teady, if not spec17 rebounds.
tacular game and helped tha Lady Knights
•EASTERN MICHIGAN 89 UCF 75
:Losing an eight point halftime lead, the
SEE SANCHEZ, PAGE 10
by Chris Richcreek

Donna U1'9sey/Central Florida Future

TerriJo Wendt (23) and Valeri Parks (30) go for the rebound.

Wrestlers grapple with many ·. opponents
Christmas
break
busy

·Augustana
match
tonight
Ir

by Scott Broden

by Scott Broden
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· The UCF wrestling team
was very busy over the
holidays.
The Knights hosted both a
21 team tournament and
three teams in dual meets.
UCF placed eighth at the
17th Annual Sunshine Open
wrestling tournament.
In the dual meets, the
Knights soundly defeated
Hiram by a score of 47-10,
and Wisconsin-Stout by a
score of 48-2. However, UCF
was defeated by Clemson by a
score of 43-9.
Wresling coach Pat Cucci
said, "Our wresters gained a
lot of experience in these matches. They faced high level
competition and high level in·
tensity in the tournament,
and the level of intensity is
what determines the level of
compi ti ti on.
The Knights had four
wrestlers place at the Sunshine Open. Senior Trent
Smith at the 147 pound class,
junior Russ Schenk at 163,
and junior Paul Neuner at 225
all placed second while senior
Mike Bouchard placed fifth at

The UCF wrestling team
(4-3) will be in action tonight
at 7:00 p.m. against
Augustana of South Dakota.
The dual meet will be held
at the Multi-Purpose Room of
the Educational Builc:ij.ng The
meet originally was scheduled
for the gym but an orientation session moved the meet's
location.
Augustana is the 11th ranked team in the nation at the
Division 2 level. Wrestling
coach Pat Cucci said that his
team would also be a top 20
Division 2 team if they were
competing at that level.
Cucci
also
said,
"Augustana has a powerful
team with a lot of balance.
They also come from an area
where their scheduling allows
them to compete against a
top team every time they
wrestle, which we can't do."
-Recently,
Augustana
finished sixth out of 21 teams
at the 17th Annual Sunshine
Open wrestling tournament
that was held at the UCF
gym. The Knights took

155.

Donna Lindsey/Central Florida Future

The wrestling squad has been up and down this year. They will return to action tonight
against Augustana State.
In the finals of the 147 15 point or better advantage defeated Jack Thomas of
pound weight class, a five on his opponent. Metzger was Wright State by a score of
point move by Bobby Taylor a two-time NCAA champion 7-4. Bouchard was able to win
of Clemson (a two point take- . and a Bronze medal winner at on a four point move at the
down and three point near- the 1979 world championship beginning of the match.
All four of the Knight's
fall) cost Smith the match, as of free-style wrestling.
In the finals of Paul winners had interesting matSmith was unable to catch up
to Taylor despite outscoring Neuner' s weight class, ches before wrestling in their
him 7-6 in the remainder of Neuner lost to James final matches of the tournaJohnson of the Sunkist ment.
the match.
In getting to the finals,
In the finals of the 163 lb Wrestling Club of California
defeated
Tim
weight class, Schenk lost by a by a technical fall at 5:00 into Smith
technical fall at 3:37 into the the match. Johnson was an Walsworth of Indiana in a
match to Andre Metzger of Olympic alternate at the 1984 back and forth physical
match by a score of 15-10.
the New York City Wrestling Olympics.
In placing fifth at the tourClub. A technical fall occures
SEE KNIGHTS, PAGE 10
when one wrestler captures a nament, Mike Bouchard

SEE AUGUSTANA, PAGE 10
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